Neural Network Front-ends Based Speech Recognition In Reverberant Environments
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Abstract—This paper presents an investigation of reverberant speech recognition using front-ends based methods. A 2-channel dereverberation method is adopted to achieve robust dereverberation under different reverberant conditions. Also a 2-channel spectral enhancement method is used where the gain of each frequency bin is controlled by acoustic scene, which is detected based on the analysis of full-band coherent property. Deep Neural Network (DNN) is also presented as a feature extractor. The DNN based front-end allows a very flexible integration of meta-information. Bottle neck features is extracted in place of MFCC features used in HMM-GMM system. We evaluated our methods on the data provided by REVERB challenge. On simulated data, the DNN front-end yields more than 33% relative reduction in Word Error Rate (WER).
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I. INTRODUCTION
Reducing the ASR performance gap between reverberant speech and close-talking recordings has been an important research topic for a long time. Lots of researches have proved that audio processing is helpful in improving the quality of the reverberant speech. Among the front-end signal processing technologies, three categories of dereverberation methods are generally applied: 1) beamforming using microphone arrays, 2) spectral enhancement, 3) blind system identification and inversion[1]. Spectral enhancement based dereverberation shows superiority due to its robustness in both reverberant and noisy environments[2]. Fractional time delay alignment filter is applied to the reverberant signal, and the acoustic scene is classified by analyzing the coherent component. Based on the acoustic scene, an appropriate spectral enhancing scheme is selected to eliminate the interference as much as possible while keeping the speech distortion always in a low level.

Recently, acoustic model based on the Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) has gained popularity with the consistent improvement in recognition performance over earlier Neural Network based front-ends (e.g. [3]). DNNs are either deployed as the front-end for standard Hidden Markov Model based on Gaussian Mixture Models (HMM-GMMs), or in a hybrid form to directly estimate state level posteriors. As noted in several publications [4,5,6,7], DNNs show general word error rate (WER) improvements on the order of 10-30% relative across a variety of small and large vocabulary tasks when compared with HMM-GMMs built on classic features (e.g. MFCC, PLP). Neural network based features have long been used successfully in speech recognition [8,9,10]. While the early research did not involve deep layers [4], the path towards deep learning was laid in the stacking of bottleneck networks [9]. A DNN is a conventional Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) with many internal or hidden layers. The BottleNeck (BN) features extracted from the internal layer with a relatively small amount of neurons have been shown to effectively improve the performance of ASR systems. It is possibly due to the limited number of units which creates a constriction in the network and further forces the information pertinent to classification into a low dimensional representation [11,5,12]. In many ASR systems, the neural network based features performs better than the cepstrum or spectrum based features (e.g. MFCC, PLP).

According to REVERB challenge, the reverberant data is simulated or recorded in various rooms with different distances between source and microphones[13,14,15], and three kinds of utterance are provided: 1-channel, 2-channel and 8-channel. We choose the 2-channel dereverberation method for both Speech Enhancement (SE) task and Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) task. Work in this paper aims to extend and enhance the preliminary work in [16] with advanced DNN based feature extraction. We followed the standard strategies where the DNN includes one input layer, three hidden layers, another bottleneck layer and one output layer. The BN features are extracted from the bottleneck layer of DNN trained to predict the context-dependent clustered triphone states.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the algorithms of 2-channel dereverberation and DNN based feature extractor. Section III presents experiment results. Finally, section IV concludes the paper and discusses future work.

II. RECOGNITION OF REVERB SPEECH

A. System Overview

Figure 1 shows the overall system proposed for REVERB challenge. It contains two basic modules, front-end module and back-end evaluation module. In the front-end module,
different from our previous system, we adopt a DNN based feature extractor. For consistent comparison, we use the same recognizer provided by REVERB challenge organizer.

B. Dereverberation and Noise Reduction

Spectral enhancement methods show their priority on the robustness in the condition of both noise and reverberation. In this section, an acoustic scene aware dereverberation method is utilized for the purpose of achieving environmental adaptation [16]. Two sensors are utilized since it is the basic topology of all microphone arrays and can be generalized to any other microphone arrays conveniently.

1) Signal model

Let \( s(n) \) represents the target clean signal, and \( x_m(n) \) is the time-aligned signal at sensor \( m(m=1, 2) \). \( n_m(n) \) is the noise of environment. \( h_m(t) \) can be seen as the time-delayed RIR which is the convolution of real RIR from target signal to sensor \( m(m=1, 2) \) and alignment filter where the alignment filter is designed to steer the direction of target speech signal. The observed signal each channel can be expressed as follows.

\[
x_m(n) = h_m(t)^* s(n) + n_m(n) \tag{1}
\]

Applying STFT to the 16kHz time-aligned signal, we have signal expression at \( l \) th frame and \( k \) th frequency bin in time-frequency domain.

\[
x_m(l,k) = H_m(l,k)S(l,k) + N_m(l,k) \tag{2}
\]

2) Spectral enhancement

Spectral Enhancement method has a generalized form. The estimate of the amplitude spectrum of the target signal can be expressed as follows.

\[
|\hat{S}(l,k)| = G(l,k) |\hat{X}(l,k)| \tag{3}
\]

\( G(l,k) \) is the gain estimated on each frequency bin and \( |\hat{X}(l,k)| \) is the amplitude spectrum of signal to be enhanced. Before overlap-and-add scheme, regardless of leakage between frequency bins causing by STFT, both \( G(l,k) \) and \( |\hat{X}(l,k)| \) should chosen cautiously versus distortion to achieve robustness.

3) Environmental adaptation based processing

Reverberation, especially late reverberation, shows isotropic property as well as the environmental diffuse noise, while the direct sound shows strong coherent property [17]. There are two main acoustic scenes of the room we should blindly aware. One is the reflection condition which can be interpreted by reverberation time (T60) and the other one is the speake-mic distance. By estimating the proportion of coherent component, the effects of two are synthesized. All the diffuse part can be seen as noise to be filtered. We follow the Coherent-to-Diffuse energy Ratio (CDR) estimation in [18], which is expressed as follows.

\[
\varepsilon(e^{\alpha}) = \frac{\mid \sin c(\Omega_{\varepsilon}d_{dm}/c)\mid^2 - \Gamma_{\varepsilon X_{\varepsilon}}(e^{\alpha})^2}{\Gamma_{X_{\varepsilon}X_{\varepsilon}}(e^{\alpha})^2 - 1} \tag{4}
\]

\( \varepsilon(e^{\alpha}) \) is CDR estimator of each frequency bin and \( \Gamma_{X_{\varepsilon}X_{\varepsilon}} \) is the expression of complex coherence function [19]. And a Wiener filter can be formed based on the estimation of CDR which can filter the non-coherent part. According to [18], it's more accurate when CDR is relatively large. Furthermore, We use global CDR, denoted by \( \hat{\varepsilon} \), as an full-band acoustic scene aware controller indicating the level affected by reverberation and diffuse noise which can be interpreted as a direct sound activity detector to achieve environmental adaptation.

Up to now, lots of 1-channel and 2-channel dereverberation methods are proved efficiency under the framework of spectral enhancement and achieve robustness to noise compared with the methods using inverse filtering. Fixed beamforming, such as Delay-and-Sum Beamformer (DSB), helps to suppress the reverberation based on priori DOA information though its suppression ability is limited. Late reverberation suppressing method using generalized statistic model of reverberation [20] shows outstanding performance especially when reverberation is strong. Based on the controller mentioned above, we compared \( \hat{\varepsilon} \) with three constants \( \sigma_1, \sigma_2, \sigma_3 \) (from large to small, chosen 15dB, 10dB, 5dB).

Spectral enhancement strategy suggested above separates the acoustic scene into four cases. In the first case, the acoustic scene is ideal so that the speech signal recorded is very close to clean speech. In the second and third cases, a moderate tradeoff between dereverberation and signal distortion is achieved. In the last case, more reverberation reduction means better performance when reverberation is strong enough.

To avoid music noise, both time recursive and adjacent frequency gain smoothing are conducted. The recovered signal is obtained by inverse STFT and overlap-and-add scheme. The phase of recovered speech signal equals the noisy phase of beamformer output. All the processing is with windows of 512 points and step-size of 256 points which means the result of a DFT with length 512 (32 ms) at a shift of 16 ms.

C. DNN based features

Figure 2 shows the architecture. It is similar to those in [3,21,22]. All DNNs are trained feed-forward with the TNET\(^1\) on GPUs. In a default TNET setup, 31 adjacent frame MFCC features are decorrelated and compressed with DCT into a dimension of 624/31 x 39 \(\rightarrow\) 16 x 39. Global mean and vari-

---

\(^1\)http://speech.fit.vutbr.cz/software/neural-network-trainer-tnet
ance normalization are performed on each dimension before feeding as the DNN input. The 6 layered DNN structure is shown in Figure 2. On average 10% data in training set is reserved for cross validation in DNN training. The training stops automatically when the improvement of frame-based target classification accuracy on the cross validation set drops to below 0.1%.

The bottleneck layer is placed just before the output layer, as in our initial experiments this topology gives the best performance. We set to 26 dimension according to our experiments. DNNs are trained on classification targets of 3143 triphone states. In the bottleneck layer, linear BN features are extracted before the sigmoid activation.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Data and system set

In the REVERB challenge, both simulated and really recorded data are provided. The simulated data (SimData) is convolved by clean utterance from WSJCAM0 corpus [13] with the recorded room impulse response (RIR) in different rooms. The reverberation time of the rooms are 250ms, 500ms and 700ms respectively. Recorded background noise is added to the reverberant data at a fixed signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 20dB. The really recorded data (RealData), utterances from the MC-WSJ-AV corpus [14], consists of utterances recorded in a noisy and reverberant room with reverberation time of 700ms. Both SimData and RealData include two types of distances between the speaker and microphone array (near=50cm and far=200cm). The test data are from the SimData and RealData databases under the following important assumptions. First, there is no drastic change in RIR within an utterance. Second, relative speaker-microphone position changes from utterance to utterance, which means the direction of arrival (DOA) of the target speech signal is uncertain, and this is essential to our dereverberation method. The recording 8-channel circular array has diameter of 20cm and the 2-channel microphone distance, denoted by $d_{mic}$, can be calculated.

Under the framework of HTK based recognizer organizer provided, we re-train the acoustic model of "multi-condition" using HMMs structure and DNN respectively. The proper starting point is that the artificially distorted training signals are mismatch with the enhanced ones. Therefore, Substituting the 7861 reverberant noisy utterances by the enhanced signal and enlarging the re-training data with 7861*24 enhanced convolving utterances, we provide ASR result of this re-trained acoustic model. Then the seven possible cases are:

- **Clean+noEnh:** "clean-condition" HMMs without dereverberation;
- **Multi+noEnh:** "multi-condition" HMMs without dereverberation;
- **Clean+Enh:** "clean-condition" HMMs with dereverberation;
- **Multi+Enh:** "multi-condition" HMMs with dereverberation;
- **ReTrn+Enh:** re-trained "multi-condition" HMMs with dereverberation;
- **DNN+Multi+Enh:** "multi-condition" HMMs with features from DNN;
- **DNN+ReTrn+Enh:** re-trained "multi-condition" HMMs with features from DNN;

B. Baseline experiments

For the ASR task, word error rate (WER) of test data is reported in I. Baseline models of ASR task as well as re-trained model are provided in this section. The "clean-condition" baseline system uses 39D mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) including Delta and Delta-Delta coefficients as features. As acoustic models, it employs tied-state HMMs with 10 Gaussian components per state trained according to the maximum-likelihood criterion [23]. All the training data for "clean-condition" HMMs is from WSJCAM0 corpus [13]. Further, the model is re-trained using the features of artificially distorted 7861 utterances to form the "multi-condition" HMMs. The utterances are in mixture with 24 kinds of RIRs and 6 kinds of noises. We test the enhanced signals on the two baseline systems both using and not using the unsupervised CMLLR model adaptation.

Tables I show the WER results on SimData and RealData datasets respectively. It includes the ASR results of "clean-condition" model, "multi-condition" model. WER of near, far data and their average are reported separately. As we can seen, "multi-condition" model performs better than "clean-condition" model. It achieves decrease on WER from 51.68% to 29.51% on average of SimData and from 88.53% to 56.94% on average of RealData. Consistent improvement across all recording conditions is achieved by using CMLLR which results in WER 25.25% on SimData and 48.85% on RealData.

C. 2-channel dereverberation

Performance of dereverberation is examined using both "clean-condition" and "multi-condition" acoustic model. According to table II, recognizing the test set with "clean-condition" model without CMLLR adaptation, the dereverberation method achieves decrease on WER from 51.68% to 37.06% on average of SimData and from 88.53% to 56.62% on average of RealData. Consistent improvement across all recording conditions is achieved by using CMLLR which results in WER 27.93% on SimData and 62.12% on RealData. However, recognizing with "multi-condition" model
### TABLE I. WORD ERROR RATE OF BASELINE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Data</th>
<th>SimData</th>
<th>RealData</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Room 1</td>
<td>Room 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Near</td>
<td>Far</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean+noEnh</td>
<td>NOCMLLR</td>
<td>18.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CMLLR</td>
<td>14.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi+noEnh</td>
<td>NOCMLLR</td>
<td>20.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CMLLR</td>
<td>16.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

without CMLLR adaptation, the performance (SimData: 34.22%, RealData: 59.72%) is worse than the "multi-condition" baseline (SimData: 29.51%, RealData: 56.94%) because the recognizing enhanced data is mismatch with the reverberant data used to train the "multi-condition" acoustic model, though using CMLLR gives a little improvement.

To overcome the mismatch, the re-trained "multi-condition" HMMs gives a better result. The optimized one has a WER 23.64% on average of SimData and 49.49% on average of RealData without CMLLR and finally 21.14% of SimData and 43.63% of RealData with CMLLR. The relative decreasing rates of WER are 59.09% and 50.7% each. What draws our attention is that the average WER of RealData is higher than that of SimData. Two reasons may cause the observation. One is that the utterances of RealData are not included in training set and another is that the simulated data can't imitate all the situations of real room environment.
D. Bottleneck features from DNN

Table III shows the results for BN features based decoding. All the DNNs are trained with the triphone state targets force-aligned using training set. The decoding is performed on the test set. We achieved different performance without CMLLR and with CMLLR. On Multi+Enh case, we got 33.43% relative decrease on SimData using BN features without CMLLR. But we only got 2.49% relative decrease with CMLLR. That is because we only use DNN as a front-end. During decoding process, we use the HMM-GMM structure of baseline system. CMLLR maybe not so work for the DNN features. Another reason lies the feature dimensions, we use 39 dimension MFCC features for our baseline system, but only 26 dimension BN features adopted in this paper. As for "ReTrn+Enh" case, we achieved 10.28% relative decrease compared with our results on 2-channel dereverberation. Similar situation for CMLLR, we only got 5.25% WER decrease on SimData. We can conclude that CMLLR works better on MFCC features than BN features. Another problem of BN features is we got worse performance on RealData, especially with CMLLR. That should be the mismatch between training data and test set and BN features are more sensitive than MFCC features. The further experiments will be investigated.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented out dereverberation approach to the RE-VERB challenge based on spectral enhancement. An acoustic scene aware technique is proposed to make dereverberation robust to different conditions. For ASR task, when it is combined with back-end ASR with matched training, it produces a significant decrease on WER.

The DNN based front-end was tested in the context of reverberant speech recognition. Experiments showed that on SimData, BN features gave an average 33.43% relative WER reduction over using MFCC features without CMLLR. Retraining did not give as much gain as we got on MFCC features. We also need to do further experiments on RealData about the performance difference between MFCC features and BN features.
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